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An example
Convergence proof (for Hamiltonian case)[6]
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Why this algorithm ? History
This algorithm has been used in some 
works yet:
● Rotation problem [3,5,7]
● Exoplanetary dynamics [1]
● Dynamics of a probe around Vesta [2]
● ...
Here[6] we provide the convergence 
proof and give the quadratic 
convergence in the Hamiltonian case.
● Aim: determine the exact location of a dynamical equilibrium (forced
           oscillations only) corresponding to a resonance
● Problem: - accurate (realistic) simulations give some parasitical (free) 
                     librations supposed to be damped
                   - the initial condtions given by analytical studies are not accurate
                     enough
● Solution: this algorithm use NAFF[4] (Numerical Analysis of the Fundamental 
                     Frequencies) for the identification of the free and forced oscillations, 
                   the former being iteratively removed from the solution by carefully
choosing the initial conditions.
Step 0
Initialisation
● Choose an initial condition     close to
   the equilibrium (e.g. using an 
   analytical solution) and set n=0
Step 1
Integration
● Obtain the evolution of    with respect 
   to the time: 
Step 2
Identification
● Express the variable   of the problem 
   by a quasi-periodic decomposition
   (e.g. using NAFF[4])
● Isolate the free (to remove) and the 
   forced (to keep) oscillations
Step 3
New Initial 
Conditions
● Remove the free oscillations from the 
   initial conditions      to obtain the new 
   initial conditions
● Increase n: n=n+1
● Go to Step 1 until
                   or until
● Step 1, n=0
● Step 1, n=1
● Step 1, n=2
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Forced 
oscillations
Earth-Moon Spin-Orbit resonance:
● Step 0: the averaged Hamiltonian
 gives the first initial condition:
● Step 1 (numerical integration) + Step 2
  (NAFF) Frequency decomposition of y(t)
● Step 3: new initial conditions
● Some iterations of the algorithm
● Final results w.r.t first integration
The
resonant 
angle
The angular 
momentum
The model
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